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9abc Industrial Revolution 

1. The factory system is a main components of what revolution? 
2. What type of industry will the factory system replace?  
3. In what country did the industrial revolution begin? 
4. What two natural resources did this country contain?   
5. What region in Europe did the industrial revolution spread to next?  
6. What part of the world did the industrial revolution end up in the 1900s? 
7. The British Enclosure Movement forced people from where to where? 
8. Explain what each person improved or discovered: 
1. James Watt   2. Eli Whitney 3. Henry Bessemer 4. Louis Pasteur  5. Jenner  6. Hargreaves 
9. Choose the correct word for each impact of the IR: 

a. population increased/decreased 
b. increased/decreased standards of living for many 
c. improved/diminished transportation 
d. rise/demise of urbanization 
e. increase/decrease in environmental pollution 
f. increased/decreased education 
g. dissatisfaction/satisfaction of working class with working conditions 
h. growth/shrinkage of middle class 

10. Who was the founder of capitalism? 
11. What book did he write that detailed the fundamental principles of capitalism? 
12. What is another term that has a similar meaning to communism? 
13. What 2 German philosophers are credited with being the founders of communism? 
14. What 2 books did they write? 
15. Which of their works called for a proletariat revolution led by the working class? 
16. Identify each characteristic as relating to Capitalism or Communism: 

a. favors the government owning all components of industry and society 
b. favors an unequal distribution of wealth 
c. ideas came from Communist Manifesto and Das Capital 
d. favors the government redistributing the wealth equally 
e. involves the idea of a Laissez-Faire(open market) economy 
f. favors a classless society 
g. ideas came from book called Wealth of Nations 
h. favors private property 
i. ideas were written about by Adam Smith 
j. ideas were written about by Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels 

17. Who invented the cotton gin? 
18. What did this device increase a demand for in the Americas? 
19. What 2 nations abolished slavery during the industrial revolution? 
20. Why were women and children sought after by factory owners more than men were? 
21. What political right did women begin to demand during the industrial revolution?  
22. What is the term for an organization that is formed to protect the rights of the workers? 
23. What is it called when workers and owners get to together to discuss the rights of 

workers?  
24. Which labor reform disallowed children to work in factories? 
25. Which labor reform disallowed businesses to pay workers as little as they wanted? 
26. Which labor reform disallowed businesses to work its employees as long as possible? 
27. Which labor reform led to workers becoming more content with their working 

conditions? 
 



9de Imperialism 
28. What term refers to building an empire overseas by taking over other territory? 
29. What were the 4 reasons for imperialism? 
30. What was the name of a territory that involved was directly ruled by its mother country? 
31. What was the name of a territory that was indirectly ruled by its mother country? 
32. What was the name of a territory that was divided into trading zones? 
33. What British company controlled most of India in the 1800s?   
34. What organization did India create in response to this?  
35. What nation & person opened up Japan to trade?   
36. What did Japan begin to do after this event? 
37. What canal created a sea route between Europe and Asia? 
38. What nation controlled this Canal? 
39. What 2 seas did this canal connect? 
40. What Northeastern African territory became a British protectorate as a result of this 

canal? 
41. What region in Southeast Asia became a French colony? 
42. What Asian location was divided up into spheres of influence by the Europeans in the late 

1800s? 
43. What rebellion attempted to kick out the Europeans but failed? 
44. What war broke out in East Asia in a fight over resources? 
45. Who won this war? 
46. What 2 territories were taken as protectorates as a result of this war? 
47. What continent was carved up into colonies by European rulers?   
48. What was the name of the conference called where these borders were drawn? 

 


